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Abstract—After the inclusion of the Feature Selective Validation method into the IEEE Std. 1597.1/2, more and more attention has been paid to performance evaluation and enhancements of this technique as well as broadening of applications. This paper reviews the progresses in these domains by first considering the body of work and the virtual team that is responsible for the method development, and offers conclusions about the validity, the correct implementation and further applications of the Feature Selective Validation technique in other domains besides the classic computational electromagnetics and electromagnetic compatibility.





N 2008 and 2010, IEEE Standard (Std.) 1597.1, “IEEE Standard for Validation of Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) Computer Modeling and Simulations”, and IEEE Std. 1597.2, “IEEE Recommended Practice for Validation of CEM Computer Modeling and Simulations”,  were  released. They can be considered the cornerstone for the development of a general, user oriented, easy to use Feature Selective Validation (FSV) algorithm and tool  ADDIN EN.CITE [1, 2]. 
Generally, the IEEE Std. 1597.1 defines the specific process and steps that shall be used to validate CEM techniques and to significantly reduce the uncertainty pertaining to their implementation and application to practical electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems. Three different levels of model validation are defined in this Standard: 
a)  	the mathematical level: the validation of the numerical technique itself; 
b)	the implementation level: the validation of the specific software implementation of a technique; 
c) 	the model level: the validation of  the specific model developed for a given problem using a specific technique.
To perform this validation task, four types of external references are provided. In the Standard self-referenced procedures are outlined as an option only when external references are not available, but can also be useful for looking at issues such as stability with an implementation. The standard process, based on the FSV method, is used to validate various techniques against each other as well as against measurement baselines.
The recommended practice, IEEE Std. 1597.2, is a companion document for IEEE Std. 1597.1. It provides examples and problem sets to be used in the validation of CEM and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) numerical techniques, implemented codes, and simulation models. The procedures of the validation of a particular solution data set by comparing it to reference data set obtained by measurements, by alternative codes, by canonical or analytic solutions is clearly described in the document in the form of an easy to follow step-by-step procedures that contains the use of the FSV method.
Since the FSV method was recommended by these two standards, it had been applied, tested, evaluated and enhanced by more and more qualified users. 
	This paper aims to review the progress and the critical issues associated to the applications of FSV, with the intention of providing a broad overview of the state-of-the-art in this field and a practical guide for the proper application of this technique.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reports the bibliometric results regarding the research activities on FSV. The investigations regarding the validation of FSV as method for data comparison are reviewed in Sections III. The FSV CEM and EMC applications are presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively. The discussions and conclusions are given in Section VI.
II	The statistics of FSV application papers
A bibliometric study regarding CEM model validation was performed in [3]. In this section, a similar study is performed and extended to cover the research activities on the FSV technique. When a query is put on all databases of the Thomson Reuters Web of Science (www.isiknowledge.com) on ", “Feature Selective Validation” and "FSV", 91 results are returned of published papers until December 27th, 2017. The cumulative citations of all these papers (excluding the self citations) is of 405. The temporal development of the citations, is reported in Fig. 1. The steady growth shown in this graph illustrates how the Authors pay more and more attention to the IEEE Standards and that the   FSV method has gained increasing importance in the past ten years.
The first 10 authors with the most papers on direct FSV topics are outlined in Table I. This information is completed by the  co-authorship map in Fig. 2 obtained by  VOSviewer [4]. 	The high density of branches in Fig. 2 shows how the Authors in Table I have formed several authors teams. The largest one is centred on Alistair Duffy De Monfort University (Leicester, UK-) and Antonio Orlandi at the University of L'Aquila (L'Aquila, Italy,), whose members come from their own Universities, from IBM and Bialystok University of Technology. Prof.  Duffy is also deeply involved in the team from the Harbin Institute of Technology (Harbin, China) whose core members are Gang Zhang and Lixin Wang. 	Another FSV team is that of the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, headed by Ricardo Jauregui. Observed clear an important observations is that as these teams are not independent with each other but are connected by co-authorship.
The information reported in Table I are reorganized in Table II highlighting the Academic and Industrial institutions significantly involved in the last 10 years in the FSV research.


Fig. 1 Citations per year for the 91 FSV related papers from the Reuters Web of Science database.
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Fig. 2 Co-authorship map based on 91 papers on the FSV method (the figure is generated by VOSviewer [4])

Table II
Academic and Industrial Institutions Involved in FSV Research
Organizations	Countries/Territories	Paper Count	Proportion (%)
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY	UK	58	63.74
HARBIN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY	CHINA	40	43.96
UNIVERSITY OF L’AQUILA	ITALY	37	40.66
POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY OF CATALONIA	SPAIN	22	24.18
IBM CORP.	USA	12	13.19
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY	USA	8	8.79

The top 5 papers with the highest number of citations according to Google Scholar are reported in Table III. It is shown in Table III as the two companion papers on the FSV method  and its applications published in 2006 [5, 6] have been separately cited more than 200 times each. They are considered by the scientific community the two cornerstones for the FSV theory. In addition, the papers introducing the enhancements of the FSV method and specifically the GREAD-SPREAD figures of merit [7] and the  transient FSV method [8] have in Table III the  third and fourth position, respectively.

Table III
Top 5 FSV Related Papers with The Highest Number of Citations 
No.	Title	Total times	Publication year
1	Feature selective validation (FSV) for validation of computational electromagnetics (CEM). Part I - The FSV method	341	2006
2	Feature selective validation (FSV) for validation of computational electromagnetics (CEM). Part II - Assessment of FSV performance	277	2006
3	Enhancing Feature Selective Validation (FSV) interpretation of EMC/SI results with grade-spread	26	2006
4	Factors influencing the successful validation of transient phenomenon modelling	25	2010
5	Offset Difference Measure Enhancement for the Feature-Selective Validation Method	20	2008
III	  The validation of the FSV method
Due to the heuristic nature of the FSV method, performance assessment and evaluation has been an ongoing process The most direct validation method is to compare the  FSV results with those coming from a visual assessment given by a group of experienced engineers (in the following named "experts"). Other validation procedures are:
-  the comparison of the FSV results with those stemming from other existing techniques;
- the so called  "self-referencing validation" .

A. The validation  of FSV by visual assessment
With the broad application of the FSV method, continuous enhancements and improvements have been made to reduce the discrepancy between FSV results and visual assessment given, on  specific comparisons between datasets, by a pool of experts [9] is based on the outcome of  surveys of experts. There appear to be only four surveys available on the public literature, as outlined in Table IV.
These surveys were performed in a similar way: a set of paired data sets were presented to a group of experts who would use one of the six categories (excellent, very good, good, fair, poor, very poor)  of natural language descriptors to rate the agreement of each pair of data sets based on the visual rating scale [10], as shown in the Appendix. These qualitative results are shown in form of histogram which is compared with the distribution of the point-by-point values of the FSV figures of merit: amplitude, feature and global difference measure (ADM, FDM and GDM)  ADDIN EN.CITE [6, 12].
The second survey in Table IV was focused on the validation of the FSV technique when used to compare transient data  ADDIN EN.CITE [13]. 	The third one, performed by the U.S. Air Force, discussed the influence of the engineering background and levels of experience in the outcome of FSV surveys [14].
	The fourth survey described in [15] investigated the validation of the FSV method, based on the statistical analysis, by the introduction of a continuous rating scale. In this case, the discrepancy between FSV results and visual assessment was indicated through the probability density functions (PDFs), which was quantitatively represented by the outcome of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS-test).

Table IV
Available Surveys for FSV  Validation
No.	Organization	Year	Location	Experts Involved	Number  of Data sets 
1	2004 IEEE International Symposium on EMC	2004	California, U. S.	50	8
2	EMC Europe 2011	2011	York, U. K.	20	8
3	U. S. Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO)	2012	Florida, U. S.	28	4
4	Harbin Institute of Technology	2012	Harbin, China	54	8

Through all the investigations reported in Table IV, some relevant conclusions can be obtained:
1.	the FSV method does provide a close analogue to the response of a group of experts. The GDM (mean) is slightly better than the GDM (median) in agreement with the survey;
2.	for transient data, mean values of the FSV figures of merit are greater (more pessimistic) than that of the survey. So the validation of transient data may be underestimated by the current version of the FSV core algorithm. It should also be noted that the standard deviation of the GDM is wider than that of the survey results;
3.	the results of FSV match more closely the assessment of more experienced engineers. Less experienced engineers tend to reach conclusions with more variations than their more experienced peers.
B. The validation of FSV by comparison with other existing methods
The validation of the FSV method was also demonstrated by comparing its results with those from other techniques in addition to the statistical methods presented in [16]. A performance comparison was developed between FSV and the Feature Selective Normalized Mutual Information (FSNMI) index [17]. The statistical analysis of 40 different study cases showed a coarse agreement between the qualitative interpretations of the results obtained by applying both methods. 	The FSV technique and the Integrated Error against Log Frequency (IELF) [18] were used in [19] to compare different set of conducted emissions. It was demonstrated that both FSV and IELF lose fidelity when comparing noisy data.
Reference [19] suggested that the FSV an IELF were the most appropriate methods to compare datasets typical to EMC measurements. The study in [19] notes as IELF is the proper technique to compare highly noisy data set for its ability to detect the minor differences between data, while the FSV method was more accurate for less noisy data.
C. The validation of FSV by self-referencing 
It is recommended by the IEEE Std. 1597.1 that the validation of CEM can be performed by comparing an unknown case against a known reference, the other is the self-referencing schemes  when a reliable, independent, reference case is not available. Similarly, the validation of the FSV method can also be performed by self-referencing when reliable visual assessment data are not available.
The FSV method is applied in [20] to a number of simple waveforms, chosen to emphasize different figures-of-merit. Certain parameters of example waveforms were varied with uniform increments so that the agreement of these waveforms with selected references  became progressively worse. The sensitivity of FSV to differences between these representative data sets was demonstrated, to help users to gain some insight into how FSV can be used for the comparison of complex waveforms.
The validity of the FSV method is highly dependent on the correct implementation of the FSV algorithm outlined in the IEEE standard 1597.1/2. [21] identifies flaws and ambiguities in the algorithm as in the interpolation procedure, differentiation for the calculation of FDM, and spectral leakage, that may impair the accuracy and reliability of the FSV method. These factors were considered by evaluating the uncertainty and sensitivity of the output for some reference datasets that are available for downloading. It is pointed that zero padding should be avoided in the Fourier transform due to leakage and varies depending on data characteristics. Also, a differentiation method named “fcb” is suggested to feed in the missing points at the boundaries of vectors for FSV derivatives. 
In addition,  ADDIN EN.CITE [22] presents the application of the Monte Carlo Method as an approach to propagate the uncertainty of the input data sets in order to estimate a confidence interval for each FSV indicator. It is suggested that proper assessment of the uncertainty of the input data sets is necessary in order to obtain a reasonable conclusions for the validation process.
IV	CEM and EMC Application of FSV 
The FSV method has been broadly applied to the validation of CEM modeling and simulations  ADDIN EN.CITE [23-25]. Nevertheless, several issues have needed to be addressed in order to make the FSV method more practical. The possible solutions of these issues will be reviewed in this section.  It should be noted that these are also areas of potential research emphasis in FSV.
A. How to cope with noisy data
Reference [10] looked at how the accuracy of FSV results were effected by very noisy data or data with high feature density, typical of measurement performed in reverberating or mode stirred chambers. It has been found in [26] that the FSV  amplitude difference measure (ADM) is almost negligible in the comparison of noisy data and the FSV feature difference measure (FDM) is severely influenced by the noise. These factors result in an overestimation of the FSV global difference measure (GDM).
	A proposed solution in [26] is the combination of de-noising the data object of the comparison and tuning the weight of ADM and FDM in forming GDM.
B. How to cope with multiple datasets (no reference data)
The original aim of the FSV technique was to validate the results of numerical models versus measurements or other reliable references, e.g. the solution of standard problems or  closed-form equations. However, it is also a common event that the model cannot be compared to an external or independent reference. For instance, it is very difficult to measure the effects of a single via on a signal above 50 GHz [27]. In this case, a self-referenced model validation shall be performed [1]. 	Multiple modeling techniques and tools were used in [27] to characterize the via transition. It is assumed that the models were accurate if all modeling techniques and tools agreed. It is in the same situation for the measurement repeatability assessment. In cases like this, the FSV has to be used to compare multiple data sets without reference. It is recommended in [27] that all the individual comparisons between data sets are performed  and then to take the average of all the histogram results of ADM. This scheme is proven in [27] to be much more accurate than to take the average of all the curves and then use that average curve as the reference data. Reference [28] proposes a variation considering a weighted average of data set as new reference: the weight was decided by the FSV result between data sets and their average. In this way, the result of the modelling methods which are far away from the other results can be selected out.
C. How to cope with “many-to-many” approach
The so called “many-to-many” approach is when all data from one source are compared with all the data from another source.
	Comparison of multiple datasets was proposed in  ADDIN EN.CITE [5] as one of the areas on which additional research and development in the FSV domain can concentrate. It is an option to take the average of all the FSV results with the assumption that each result equally contributes to the validation of the model [27]. Otherwise, a weighted likelihood approach should be used to ensure that the ensemble comparison is representative of the relative importance of the results. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (ΑΗΡ) was introduced in [29] to decide the weight of different FSV results in the process of comprehensive validation. Only pairwise comparisons were required which simplify the process of comprehensive validation.
D. How to cope with data with uncertainty
Measured data is often used as the reliable reference in the validation of numerical simulation. However, measured results reported by the EMC testing laboratories always include uncertainty of their measurements, which is required by official bodies. In this case, the data comparison is a big challenge for the standard FSV method. A technique to provide an equivalent uncertainty estimation in the FSV validation method was presented in [30], which separately calculated the best and the worst FSV results and then presented the indicators in the form of an average with error bars. This technique uses the level of uncertainty of one of the datasets to find an equivalent tolerance for the validation method.
V	Application of FSV in other domains
In addition to the typical application in the computational electromagnetic, the FSV method is broadly used in other research domains. They all represent fertile areas of research in FSV.
A. Data correction
The Feature Selective Correction (FSC) method proposed in [31], uses the FSV method, and more specifically GDM, in order to be able to measure the relative distance of the corrected and target signals. The technique is based on comparing decreasing portions of the data and using a linear shift and interpolated stretch in order to correct for differences between the two data sets without introducing unnecessary changes to the underlying data.  
This method was first applied to the assessment of experimental data repeatability in [32]. The quality of experimental data is influenced both by the method of producing and recording the data and the degree of perfection in the experimental procedure. Tests repeated by different engineers, at different times or in different facilities will usually produce different results, which further complicates the process of formally assessing whether differences between results are significant or acceptable. In this case, the FSV method is required which removes the burden from the engineer of producing a quantitative analysis from a qualitative (usually visual) assessment.
For diagnostic purposes, the measure of repeatability may be separated into two constituent parts namely structural and positional. After the compared signals have been corrected by the FSC method, the positional discrepancy is removed and the structural measure of repeatability (corrected GDM) can be subdivided into three components namely amplitude structure, feature structure and global structure. Therefore, this technique may be employed to make the investigation of the level of (dis)agreement more focused and identify best practice in a situation where there are ill defined test plans. The proposed technique allows better identification of features that are in disagreement between the results by correcting for artefacts arising, largely, from modelling assumptions.
The FSC method was also employed to correct distortions between DNA sequence data sets before judgement on the quality of a comparison is made [31]. The FSC method removed distortions caused by the employment of different gel types used to extract DNA sequences from biological samples. The results present a clearly defined analysis technique which may be employed to justifiably remove unwanted characteristics inherent in DNA sequence samples, whilst allowing a true evaluation of the fitness of one DNA fingerprint to another.
B. Model optimization and convergence judgement
As the output of the FSV method gives a quantitative assessment of the discrepancy between datasets, it can be used as the objective function in optimization processes. An optimization procedure using the FSV method was successfully applied to causality enforcement for S parameters in [33]. Instead of using the least square method, the GDM value from FSV was used as an objective function of the genetic algorithm (GA) to minimize the differences of data sets in terms of both magnitude and feature variations. Similarly, an approach of identifying the minimum acceptable mesh coarseness based on the projected evolution of FSV’s GDM was proposed in [34]. The approach demonstrated in [34] used the result of coarse mesh as the reference, removing the necessity to run a costly high-fidelity simulation as a reference data sete.  It is further opening up new opportunities to automate surrogate-based optimization. It is anticipated that this approach will work with any data that show convergence to an “asymptotic” result and should be well behaved for relatively smooth and heavily resonant data.
C. Pattern recognition
An algorithm based on the FSV method was designed in [35] to locate possible patterns throughout a transient signal. This algorithm was successfully used to identify electrostatic discharge (ESD) events from a high noise environment through the radiated electric field. Many algorithms are able to identify the basic features in the signal such as peak detection and signal duration. However, in many cases, these basic characteristics are insufficient for the pattern-recognition system and require the detection of high-order features, such as shape or signal trends. It is demonstrated that the proposed FSV based algorithm clearly improves the benefits of Pearson correlation and other pattern-recognition techniques. The reason should be found in the capability of FSV to perform the comparison between data with nonlinear relationships providing a solid weighting between amplitude and feature differences. A disadvantage associated with the FSV based method is that the run time of the algorithm is much longer than traditional methods although in [35] techniques to minimize the pattern recognition time are also discussed.
D. Image quality assessment (IQA)
The development of the FSV method for comparing data with multiple degrees of freedom had been reported in [36] and  ADDIN EN.CITE [37]. In general, the n-dimensional FSV (nD-FSV) approach proposed in [36] is based on repeatedly using the standard FSV method on each dimension of the datasets. In the validation of the proposed approach, several image quality assessment (IQA) databases and video quality assessment (VQA) databases are used, which consist of complete distortion free reference images / videos, their corresponding distorted images/videos given by various distortion types and levels, and subjective scores of the image/video quality. The good agreement between FSV predictions and subjective scores reported in [36] and [38] show the possibility that the FSV method could be used as an automatic IQA/VQA metric that plays a significant role in image/video acquisition, compression, restoration, and multimedia streaming.
E. Metrological application
An alternative application of the FSV method was shown in [39] within the scope of metrology, which is particularly useful when analyzing the response of non-linear devices, especially those related to electromagnetic compatibility tests. It is common practice for EMC testing laboratories to compare metrological data, which is a challenging task because most of their equipment has nonlinear performance within the operating range and band. The situation becomes even more problematic when the drift and the error factors also have also a nonlinear response over the life cycle of the measuring devices. From the examples developed in [39], it is possible to foresee that the FSV method can provide an additional insight to the comparison of calibration data.
VI	Conclusion
In this paper, performance analysis and key research fronts of FSV have been reviewed. An updated and extended bibliometric study has revealed that FSV related research is continuing to grow. Several core research teams from UK, Italy, China, and Spain are deeply involved in the enhancement and development of the FSV method. The validity of the FSV method has been examined and tested in different ways. It is revealed that transient and noisy data can affect the accuracy of the method but that there are mitigation approaches that can be used. 
The practical issues regarding the CEM and EMC  application of the FSV method are discussed. Possible solutions in literatures are summarized. Further, other applications in addition to CEM are outlined which offers alternative perspectives in the research of the FSV method.  The paper presents a number of application related research fronts and opportunities for other research groups to contribute to this field.
Appendix
The visual rating scale is shown in Fig. 3. 


Fig. 3 Visual rating scale defined in IEEE Std. 1597.1. 
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